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Prepare. Plan. Create.
Welcome YouScheduler friends and supporters,
We appreciate you for connecting with YouScheduler. YouScheduler provides a service for students to achieve
their full potential and institutions driven insight to build the best experience possible for their students and
faculty. It is a startup company founded and run by two students at the University of New Hampshire aiming
to unlock the world of college course analytics. With an efficient software, YouScheduler’s suite allows
students to prepare, plan and create their desired course schedule. YouScheduler is able to help
students increase their success and provide institutions data-based insight to enhance learning in higher
education.
The YouScheduler team in combination with our supportive mentors and advisers, aim to enhance higher
education. Special thanks to the University of New Hampshire Entrepreneur Center for providing YouScheduler
the resources to expand as a company and continue to grow in becoming a leader contributor in software as a
service to enhance higher education across the nation.
Read on to learn more about what the team has been up to in recent months!
Thank you,
The YouScheduler Team
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Balancing YouScheduler and Academics
YouScheduler LLC is managed by two full-time college seniors
at the University of New Hampshire. With a full academic
course-load, extracurricular activities and organizations, while
growing a startup business, our co-founders have had to
master time management and communication skills as well
as the ability to multitask. As we transitioned back into the fall
semester of 2019, our co-founders and employees had to
adapt to balancing impending course work and other school
related obligations while also running a start up business.
Through lots of phone calls, emails, and weekly team
meetings, YouScheduler and our employees have made a
smooth transition into the academic schoolyear.

“

Work-life-balance is a
challenging feat. Over the
past couple of years I
transitioned to manage all
tasks and appointments
between Google Calendar
and Google Keep. I
complete company work as
soon as I have an openings,
which most days is around
the clock, including most
weekends!

”

- Co-founder Francesco
Mikulis-Borsoi (featured left)

